
10x’s
The NXGEN is typically 

ten times faster and 
more reliable than the 

Legacy System

what is compatability?

upgrade or replace
Upgrade existing Fadal Machines.
Replace with a remanufactured 
machine using the NXGEN control.

IntroducIng
the Next Legacy 

Learn from the Past.  Focus on the Future.

a Familiar design                                              For  the Future 

Walk up and feel right at home.

Compatible legaCy 
programming and operation 
Servicemen, operators, and       
programmers need very     
little retraining

A new CNC with all the features and 
familiarity of the past while utilizing the 
best technology available today.

Hardware & Service Compatibility
The NXGEN Control is compatible with a majority of existing 

wiring and parts used in the Legacy Control.  This is a 

system upgrade, not a control retrofit.

Program Compatibility
Our goal is to be the most Legacy program-compatible 

control ever.  Simply load your program and you are 

ready to go. We even support the L-word subroutines and 

engraving.

Jog Compatibility
Jog operates exactly like the Legacy. Since it is one of 

the most commonly used functions, jog is an important 

feature to get right. To improve the function and decrease 

set-up time, we have added enhancements beyond the 

compatible essentials.

Operation Compatibility
If you are famailiar with Command Mode, you can still 

use the original commands. Similar to the Legacy Menu 

system, you now have the One-Touch system based on the 

original quick key menus but easier and faster.



Keep up to date.  The NXGEN control is 
not your typical “closed-box-design”. The 
Windows-based system allows for great 
flexibility in future hardware and software 
enhancements.

HIgH Speed 
contourIng 
iSMOOTH TM - Intelligent Smooth Servo 
Motion using Feed Forward/AI motion 
control 
iRAMP TM - Intelligent ramp control 
provides high feed rates without any  
“pounding”or “jerking”.

the  latest teChnology.  applied. 
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HIgH Speed Block 
proceSSIng
Execute up to 7680 Blocks/Second

HIgH 
reSolutIon 

Resolution of .000010” for input 
and output, for all modes. While the      
Average CNC resolution is .0001”,  
The NXGEN Resolution is .00001”

HIgH 
performance  
Servo response time of .062ms 
(16kHz)16x faster than the Legacy, 
which reduces the following error 
(servo lag) to nearly zero
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Increase up-time.  A simple connection 
to the Internet allows for direct factory 
support from our offices to your machine.  
Direct access to all aspects of the control 
as if we were standing at your machine - 
unprecedented. 

touchscreen interface

remote support

open architecture design

Reduce set-up time.  The natural ease 
of use, speed and flexibility has made it 
the standard for most all modern com-
puter interfaces.  

Position Display Window 

While the Legacy would typically machine 
a part such as the Circle Diamond Square 
shown below at 40 Inches/Minute, the 
NXGEN reduces the cycle time from 72 
seconds down to 19 seconds with minimal 
sacrifice of accuracy.  
That improves the bottom line.

 

Real world examples.

  The bottom line is more     parts in less time

for contact and more  
information visit nxgencnc.com

Increase productivity.  Don’t sacrifice accuracy.

best return on investment


